Principal
Toronto, ON
A flourishing community of scholarship and ideas, Massey College, affiliated with the University of
Toronto, is a unique intellectual environment. Outstanding graduate and professional students
across disciplines share in a rich and stimulating residential community along with senior scholars
and eminent members of society beyond the academy. Massey College is a partner with the CBC
and House of Anansi Press in the annual Massey Lectures, and also organizes several annual
symposia, including the Walter Gordon Symposium on Public Policy, the Massey Grand Rounds on
medicine and health sciences, and the Massey Franklin Forum in honour of late physicist Ursula
Franklin. The College is home to the William Southam Journalism Fellowships and, together with
the School of Graduate Studies, supports the Scholars-at-Risk program.
Reporting to the Massey College Governing Board, the Principal is the executive leader, engaging
with the College’s diverse resident and non-resident community, honouring its traditions, spearheading new ones, and ensuring it serves, reflects, and sets an example for a changing world. A
relationship builder with a deep interest in intellectual and scholarly life, you will lead the
College community in realizing its mission, to “nourish learning and serve the public good”. An
advocate for equity, diversity, and inclusion and a mentor to the College’s Junior Fellows, you
will encourage an academic environment that fosters collegial values and stimulates fresh ideas
to benefit society. You will inspire a community of high distinction and ensure a vibrant future by
evolving and strengthening the College’s financial, physical, and administrative foundations while
also promoting its internationally recognized and respected programs.
Your reputation, optimism, and compelling communications will enable significant fundraising
success and exciting partnerships. A believer in intergenerational and interdisciplinary exchange
as well as in championing the careers of fine minds, you understand that none of this happens
without collaboration, material support, and commitment to service. You have dedicated yourself
to an ideal before; this one will change some remarkable lives.
Massey College is strongly committed to diversity within its community and especially encourages
applications from members of racialized groups and visible minorities, women, Indigenous persons, persons
with disabilities, members of sexual minority groups, and others who may contribute to the further
diversification of ideas. Throughout the recruitment process, accommodations for applicants with
disabilities are available upon request. Please indicate your interest in Project 181202 in confidence at
www.caldwellpartners.com/apply.php. Please note that all qualified candidates are encouraged to apply,
but applications from Canadians and permanent residents will be given priority.

